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Resumen

Location: Hyderabad As a key player in our Automation journey , this role will be accountable for design and
development of automation use cases identified under multiple workstreams of LDC( Lean Digital Core
initiative) primarily using SAP Build Process Automation. They will be responsible for assessing the approach
for automation and end to end deployment of BOTs.

About the Role

Your responsibilities include but are not limited to:

Proven track record and expertise in designing, deploying and operating process automations with SAP
Build Process Automation.

Deep technical knowledge of business process automation with SAP BPA and in context of S/4
processes.

Identify and assess automation opportunities along with various workstreams to improve processes
efficiency within Novartis. Assess the right technology/tool for automation by triaging the use case and
provide development and deployment efforts for automation use cases.

Work with Business Process Excellence Team to discuss automation opportunities and implement
solutions following Novartis Lead Digital Core Methodology.

Ensure use cases adhere to architectural roadmap and support the development, execution and
operations of solutions. Ensure that solutions meet requirements outlined in the design documentation.
Ensure the overall user experience is taken into account when designing and deploying new solutions
and services. 

Ensure alignment with Security and Compliance policies and procedures within Solution Delivery scope.
Prepare regular reports and presentations for LDC workstreams and LDC LT, providing insights on the
benefits achieved and recommending further improvements.

Minimum Requirements:

Technical experience of 10+ years with JavaScript or other programming languages.

Strong understanding of SAP Build Process Automation technology and its business potential

End-2-End hands on experience with BPA - Automation using UI Approach, API & Action based,
Approval Forms designing using BPA, leveraging various out of the box available SDK’s, Environment
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based approach, Workflow Management, BPA Transports, API Triggers.

Experience in conducting thorough business process analyses and planning innovation/transformation
journeys. Understanding of REST APIs and OData to facilitate efficient and effective data exchange
between systems.

Schedule BOT's in RDP servers in various modes(attended/unattended)

Strong understanding of S/4HANA API consumption and 3rd party API consumption to develop and
implement integration solutions using BPA.

Knowledge on BPA Integration with Build Apps, Task Center Enablement for SAP BPA.

SAP SBPA certification preferable.

Why consider Novartis?

Our purpose is to reimagine medicine to improve and extend people’s lives and our vision is to become the
most valued and trusted medicines company in the world. How can we achieve this? With our people. It is our
associates that drive us each day to reach our ambitions. Be a part of this mission and join us! 
Learn more here: 

https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

Commitment to Diversity and Inclusion: 
Novartis is committed to building an outstanding, inclusive work environment and diverse teams'
representative of the patients and communities we serve.
Join our Novartis Network: If this role is not suitable to your experience or career goals but you wish to stay
connected to hear more about Novartis and our career opportunities, join the Novartis Network here: 
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network

Why Novartis: Helping people with disease and their families takes more than innovative science. It takes a
community of smart, passionate people like you. Collaborating, supporting and inspiring each other.
Combining to achieve breakthroughs that change patients’ lives. Ready to create a brighter future together?
https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

Join our Novartis Network: Not the right Novartis role for you? Sign up to our talent community to stay
connected and learn about suitable career opportunities as soon as they come up:
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network

División
Operations
Business Unit
CTS
Ubicación
India
Sitio
Hyderabad (Office)
Company / Legal Entity
IN10 (FCRS = IN010) Novartis Healthcare Private Limited
Job Type
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Full time
Employment Type
Regular
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